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SUMMARY 

Higher plant chromosomes contain many families of thou
sands of similar nucleotide sequences as well as sequences pre
sent in only one or a few copies per haploid genome. We sum
marise here biochemical investigations into the linear chromo
somal organisation of the different kinds of repeated and non
repeated sequences in the DNA of wheat . Some models of the 
fine structure organisation of common sequence arrangements are 
presented. The possible roles of these sequence arrangements in 
gene expression and chromosome behaviour are discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

Biochemical and other kinds of studies on genetic vari
ants in bacteria and particularly bacteriophage have enabled con
siderable information and understanding to be gained of the linear 
organization of the genes and their controlling sequences. In 
some instances much of the DNA can be accounted for in terms of 
gross function. Ti gain such extensive knowledge from studies 
of genetic variants in higher plants and animals is out of the 
question. There is far too much DNA in the chromosomes of 
higher organisms and much of it probably consists of nucleotide 
sequences in which mut.ations are not phenotypically expressed 
and therefore not available for genetic analysis. However, over 
the last few years, new biochemical and ~olecular approaches 
have been made in chromosomal DNA studies, which are beginning 
to provide detailed information on the organisation and func
tion of the large amount of DNA in the chromosomes of higher 
organisms. 

The chromosomes of enopus (DAVIDSON et aZ. 1973a, b), 
sea urchin (GRAHAM et al. 1974), Drosophila (LAIRD et al. 1973) 
and rat (BONNER et al. 1973) featured in the early studies and 
certain striking patterns of nucleotide sequence organisation 
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are common to these organisms. Our laboratory is particularly 
concerned with the nucleotide sequence organisation of higher 
plant chromosomes and it is the main conclusions from these 
studies that we wish to present in this contribution. Al
though we have made preliminary investigations on a wide range 
of plant species, our more detailed experiments have been made 
on members of the Gramineae, particularly common bread wheat, 
Triticum aestivum and rye, Secale cereale. 

REPEATED AND NON-REPEATED SEQUENCES IN PLANT CHROMOSOMES 

Biochemical analyses of the complex genomes of higher 
organisms were pioneered by BRITTEN and KOHNE (1965) who showed 
that the kinetic and genetic complexities of genomes could be 
estimated from the renaturation kinetics of denatured chromoso
mal DNA, sheared to small fragments. Such studies demand methods 
for quantitatively distinguishing between renatured duplex DNA 
and single stranded DNA. This can be achieved by column chroma
tography on hydroxyapatite (BERNARDI 1969). At a low concentra
tion of phosphate (0.12 M) DNA fragments containing double 
stranded regions of approximately thirty or more paired bases, 
bind to hydroxyapatite while single stranded DNA does not. At 
high phosphate concentrations, (0.5 M), double stranded DNA 
can be recovered from the hydroxyapatite. 

We have used hydroxyapatite fractionation extensively 
in our studies. The renaturation kinetics of denatured wheat 
DNA, sheared by sonication to an average fragment size of 470 
nucleotides and incubated at 6o 0 c in 0.12 M phosphate buffer 
is illustrated in Figure 1. The proportion of renatured DNA, 
determined by hydroxyapatite chromatography, is plotted 
against C0 t [concentration of DNA (moles nucleotide/litre) x 
incubation time (seconds)] on a log scale. The rate of DNA 
renaturation is proportional to sequence concentration (BRIT
TEN and KOHNE 1965). Thus sequences present in many copies 
find their complementary sequences and reanneal more rapidly 
than sequences present in only one copy per haploid genome. 
From knowledge of the genome size of Escherichia coli (4.5 x 
10 6 nucleotide pairs) and of hexaploid wheat (34.9 x 10 9 nu
cleotide pairs), non-repeat-ed sequences in wheat would not be 
expected to reanneal until a C0t value in excess of 1000, 
given that E. coli DNA, consists entirely of non-repeated se
quences (see Figure 1). The immediate conclusion from the DNA 
renaturation kinetics is that approximately 80% of wheat DNA 
renatures rapidly and must consist of highly repeated se
quences (BENDICH and McCARTHY 1970, SMITH and FLAVELL 1974, 
1975). 

More detailed studies have indicated that the repeated 
sequence fraction of wheat DNA consists of sequences present 
in approximately 200 to 200,000 copies with a mean of approxi
mately 10,000 per lC genome (SMITH and FLAVELL 1975). 

Wheat is not unusual in having such a high proportion of 
repeated sequence DNA. In a survey of twenty three higher 
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FIGURE 1. Renaturation kinetics of wheat and Escherichia 
coli DNAs. Wheat DNA, average single stranded 
fragment size 470 nucleotides containing a low 
concentration of 3 H labelled Escherichia coli 
DNA was heat denatured and incubated in 0.12 M 
phosphate buffer at 6o 0 c to various 'Cot' values 
before being fractionated into reannea~ed duplex 
and denatured fractions on hydroxyapatite. The 
arrow indicates the C0 t value when half of the 
DNA present in one copy per lC wheat genome 
would be expected to have reannealed. 

•-• = wheat - = Escherichia coli 

plant species including monocotyledonous and dicotyledonous 
species with 2C DNA contents ranging from 1.5 to 98 pg (see 
Table 1) the mean percentage of repeated sequence DNA was 
found to be 74 ± 2.4% (FLAVELL et al. 1974). For many plant 
DNAs it is difficult to obtain accurate estimates of the re
naturation kinetics of the sequences present in fewer than five 
copies. The small proportion of the total DNA represented by 
these sequences and the relatively long incubation times ne
cessary for near complete renaturation, cause technical dif
ficulties. However, by isolation of the non-repeated seque~ce 
fraction and studying its renaturation kinetics in a series 
of careful experiments, we have concluded that approximately 
12 to 20% of the wheat genome consists of sequences present 
in six copies per hexaploid cell or one copy per constituent 
haploid genome (SMITH and FLAVELL 1975). This result indicates 
that the single copy sequences of the constituent diploids of 
hexaploid wheat are nearly identical, and gives support to the 
hypothesis that the wheat chromosome contains a single DNA 
helix, rather than many helices. The existence of sequences 
present in one copy per haploid constituent genome fulfills a 
prediction of the geneticist. Genes present in one copy per 
haploid chromosome set would, on simplest models, consist of 
a nucleotide sequence present in only one copy per haploid 
genome. It is therefore reasonable to conclude that the struc
tural coding genes and probably many control genes are inclu
ded in the non-repeated sequence fraction of the genome but 
how much of this fraction consists of structural genes or 
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coding sequences is not know. However, the proportion of the 
chromosomal DNA likely to be involved in coding for proteins 
is very small.. Some proteins, for example the his tones (KEDES 
and BIRNSTIEL 1971), and some RNAs, for example ribosomal 

Table 1. Estimates of the proportion of repeated
sequence DNAa in species with a nuclear 
DNA mass between 1.5 and 98 pg. 

Species Ploidy 2C nuclear Proportion 
DNA content repeated 

(pg) sequences 

Linum usitatissimum 2x 1.5 59 
Capsella bursa-pastoris 4x 1.7 46 
Veronica p e rsica 4x 1.9 63 
Stellaria media 7x 2.5 69 
Lamium purpureum 2x 2.7 60 
Senecio vulgaris 8x 3-5 74 
Daucus carota 2x 2.1 62 
Beta vulgaris 2x 2.7 63 
Poa trivialis 2x 6.9 82 
Tropaeolum majus 2x 7-3 70 
Pisum sativum 2x 9-9 75 
Helianthus annuus 2x 10.7 69 
Zea mays 2x 11.0 78 
Hordeum vulgare 2x 13.4 76 
Poa annua 4x 13.8 87 
Triticum monococcum 2x 14.0 80 
Secale cereale 2x 18. 9 92 
Vicia faba 2x 29-3 85 
Allium cepa 2x 33-5 95 
~riticum aestivum 6x 36.2 83 
Avena sativa 6x 43.0 83 
Tulipa kaufmanniana 2x 62.5 73 
Hyacinth orientalis 4x -1 98.1 75 

aProportion of DNA sequences present in an excess of ten 
copies as indicated by hydroxyapatite chromatography. 

of 

( % ) 

(BIRNSTIEL, CHIPCHASE and SPIERS 1971), 5s (BROWN and SUG
IMOTO 1973) and transfer (CLARKSON and BIRNSTIEL 1973) RNA 
are specified by repeated sequences but these are almost cer
tainly exceptions. 

Knowledge of the presence of many highly repetitious and 
a small proportion of non-repeated sequences immediately 
raises many questions. The most significant question is, of 
course, what are the function(s) of all the different kinds 
of sequences in the genome. It is a hope that studies on 
the molecular arrangement and evolution of the different 
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kinds of sequences will lead to an understanding of the func
tions of the different kinds of nucleotide sequences which 
constitute higher plant chromosomal DNAs. 

THE SIZE AND ARRANGEMENT OF NON-REPEATED SEQUENCES 

The arrangement of non-repeated sequences can be gained 
by estimating the proportion of DNA retained by hydroxyapa-
tite in the renatured fraction after incubating different size 
fragments to a C0 t value at which all the repeated sequences 
have reannealed but none of the non-repeated sequences have 
started to reanneal (see Figure 1). If non-repeated sequences 
are interspersed between repeated sequences then the non-re
peated sequence DNA exists as single stranded tails on duplexes 
formed between long fragments carrying short repeated sequences. 
This is illustrated in Figure 2. With increasing fragment size, 
the size of the single stranded tail increases, increasing 
the proportion of the genome retained by hydroxyapatite in 
the renatured DNA fraction. When the fragment length exceeds 
the length of the non-repeated sequence there is no further 
increase in the proportion of hydroxyapatite retained DNA, 
because the repeated sequence DNA at either end of the non
repeated sequence forms duplexes and is retained by hydroxy
apatite with very short fragments (see DAVIDSON et al. 1973a; 
GRAHAM et al. 1974). 

The relationship between average single stranded frag
ment size and the proportion of wheat DNA included in the 
renatured DNA fraction after incubation to C0 t 50 is shown 
in Figure 3. To simplify experimental design and interpre
tation, 3 H-labelled DNA of different average fragment sizes 
were renatured with a large excess of unlabelled DNA of a 
constant size (DAVIDSON et al. 1973a). The results imply that 
approximately 16% of the wheat genome consists of non-re
peated sequences around 1000 nucleotides long interspersed be-
tween repeated sequences (see DAVIDSON et al. 1973a, b). 
It is particularly interesting to note that similar lengths 
of non-repeated sequences interspersed between repeated se
quences have been found in other organisms including Xenopus 
(DAVIDSON et al. 1973a, b), sea urchin (GRAHAM et al. 1974), 
rat (BONNER et al. 1973) and Diotiostelium (LODISH, FIRTEL 
and JACOBSON 1973). The size of the sequence coding for an 
average protein would be expected to be about 800 to 1500 
nucleotides long. It is possible therefore that this class of 
non-repeated sequence may include the coding sequences of the 
genome (see later). 

The 9% non-repeated sequences not included in the re
peated sequence fraction on hydroxyapatite even with very 
long starting DNA fragments (Figure 3) must consist of long 
non-repeated sequences, many thousands of nucleotides from a 
repeated sequence. A very similar arrangement with similar 
proportions of non-repeated sequences has been found in oats, 
rye and Vioia faba (FLAVELL, SMITH and RIMPAU, unpublished). 
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FIGURE 2. Duplex formation involving long and s hort single 
stranded DNA fragments where repeated sequences 
are interspersed with non-repeated sequences. Re 
naturation is to a C0 t value which allows only re
peated sequences to reanneal. All the DNA illus
trated, including the single stranded 'tails', 
would be retained by hydroxyapatite in the rena
tured DNA fraction. 

Extrapolation of the ·curve in Figure 3 to very smal l 
fragments most of which would consist of either only repeated 
or only non-repeated sequences indicates that 75% of the 
wheat genome consists of repeated sequences. 

EVIDENCE FOR PALINDROME SEQUENCES 

For Hela, Xenopus, Drosophila and Triturus DNAs, WIL
SON and THOMAS (1974) have presented evidence for the exis
tence of sequences with inverted comp lementary sequences as 
neighbours. These palindromic sequences, when not base 
paired with the other strand of the double helix, can pair 
with e.ach other as shown in Figure 4. The intrastrand base 
pairing takes place extremely rapidly at very low DNA concen
trations since it is not a bimolecular reaction, in contrast 
to interstrand hybridisation. Thus the formation of duplex 
DNA due to palindrome sequence association can be measured by 
hydroxyapatite chromatography immediately after denaturation 
of DNA at very low concentration. 

The proportion of wheat DNA retained by hydroxyapatite 
immediately after melting very dilute solutions of 3 H-labelled 
DNA of different average fragment sizes is shown in Figure 5. 
The proportion bound to hydroxyapatite increases with frag
ment size almost certainly due to non-duplex sequences being 
retained as singl e stranded 'tails' on the hairpin duplexes 
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FIGURE 3. Interspersion of non-repeated sequences in re
peated sequences. The proportion of 3 H-labelled 
wheat DNA included in the renatured DNA fraction 
after denaturation and renaturation of different 
size fragments to C0 t 50 at 6o 0 c in 0.12 M phos
phate buffer was determined by hydroxyapatite 
chromatography. The increase in the renatured DNA 
fraction up to a fragment size of 1000 nucleotides 
represents non-repeated sequences interspersed 
between repeated sequences. 

(see Figure 2). This is supported by the fact that these 
additional sequences are degraded by the single strand spe
cific nuclease S from Aspergillus (ANDO 1966, SUTTON 1971, 
SMITH and FLAVELt 1975). Thus the sequences responsible for 
the zero-time binding (DAVIDSON 1973a) of denatured DNA to 
hydroxyapatite are spaced throughout at least 20% of the wheat 
genome. The linear relationship between the amount of zero
time binding DNA and fragment size indicates a regular spacing 
of groups of palindromes (HAMER and THOMAS 1974). Extrapola
tion of the curve to very small fragment sizes indicates that 
3 to 5% of the wheat genome consists of zero-time binding se
quences. Since the extrapolated line cuts they axis at a 
positive value, the zero-time binding sequences are probably 
clustered in groups (see HAMER and THOMAS 1974, for the theory 
of palindrome distribution). Although the zero-time binding 
DNA in wheat could be duplex DNA formed because of interstrand 
cross linking, it is highly probable that most of it consists 
of hairpin structures from palindromes (see Figure 4) as in 
mammals (see BONNER 1974). 

The existence of regularly spaced, clustered groups of 
palindrome sequences is an extremely provocative finding. 
They surely have a function, though what this is is specula
tion at present. Perhaps they act as recognition signals for 
initiation of replication. The inverted sequences appear to 
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FIGURE 4. A palindrome sequence in a chromosome . After de
naturation, intrastrand base pairing can occur 
essentially instantaneously to produce the hair
pin duplex structures illustrated. These duplexes 
can be isolated by hydroxyapatite chromatography 
as a zero-time binding fract ion. With long start 
ing fragments the hairpin duplexes may have very 
long single st randed 'tails' (see Figure 2). 
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FIGURE 5. Re lationship between the proportion of zero-time 
hydroxyapatite binding DNA and average single 
stranded fragment size. 3 H-labelled wheat DNA 
was denatured at 0 . 026 µg/ml and immediately chro
matographed on hydroxyapatite at 6o 0 c in 0 .12 M 
phosphate buffer (C 0 t < 2xl0- 7 ). 3 H-labelled DNA 
ave rage single stranded fragment s i zes were deter
mined by a l kaline sucrose density gradient centri
fugation. 
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have been h i ghly conserved since the intrastrand duplexes are 
extremely stable to heat. Of great interest is whether intra
strand base pairing rather than interstrand base pairi ng 
exists i n the chromosome in vivo. 

THE SIZES AND ARRANGEMENTS OF THE REPEATED SEQUENCES 

We have already indicated that approximately 75% of 
the wheat genome consists of repeated sequence DNA , as judged 
by the renaturation kinetics of fragments carrying no non
r epeated DNA (see Figure 3). Of this, approximately 4% 
consists of zero- t i me binding (pal indrome) sequences . Thus 
approximately 71% of the wheat genome consists of repeated 
sequences not organised into palindromes. 
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FIGURE 6. Thermal stabilities of wheat native DNA and re
peated sequence DNA reannealed at 6o 0 c in 0.12 M 
phosphate buffer. The melting of DNA was measured 
in a spectrophotomete r by followi ng the increase 
i n opt i cal density at 260 nm with increasing 
temperature. 

When denatured, repeated sequence DNA is renatured at 
6o 0 c in 0 . 12 M phosphate buffer , the formed duplexes have a 
cons i derably reduced thermal stab i lity compared with native 
DNA (Figure 6) . This indicates that the repeated sequences 
are not i dentical, but consist of families of similar, re
lated sequences. It is likely that some families consist of 
nearly identical sequences whi l e others have diverged con
siderably and that each family has evolved from a single 
ancestral sequence (BRITTEN and KOHNE 1965). 
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FIGURE 7. Dependence of the S nuclease-resistant repeated 
sequence duplex siz~ on the average denatured DNA 
fragment size after reannealing. Approximately 
55% of the wheat genome is resistant to S after 
reannealing, independent of the starting lize. 
The s1 -resistant duplexes were recovered by hydroxy
apatiEe chromatography after s1 enzyme treatment as 
described by DAVIDSON et aZ. 1973b. Average frag
ment nucleotide sizes were estimated by analytical 
ultracentrifugation as described by STUDIER (1965). 

THE SIZE OF s1 NUCLEASE RESISTANT REPEATED SEQUENCE 
DUPLEXES 

Highly mismatched duplexes, as well as long single 
stranded DNA regions are degraded by S nuclease under the 
assay conditions we have used. Approximately 55% of wheat 
DNA is resistant to S7 nuclease after renaturation to Cot 50 
in 0.12 M phosphate buffer at 6o 0 c. Thus 2~% of the repeated 
sequence duplexes (the least well base-paired) are degraded by 
the nuclease. Most of the s1 resistant duplexes are between 
500 and 600 nucleotides long. This information was gained 
from a study of the size of the S resistant duplexes using 
different sizes of starting fragmJnts for denaturation and 
incubation to C0 t 50 (Figure 7). With a starting average 
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fragment size bel ow 500 nucleotides, the average S 1 r esistant 
dup l ex size is s imil a r . However, above 500 nucleotides, the 
S 1 resistant size is much smaller than the starting fragment 
size. 

The two slopes in Figure 7 indicate that much of 
the wheat genome (85% of the S 1 resistant DNA) reanneals 
with S 1 sensitive s ites spaced 500-600 nucleotides apart 
but some reanneal to f orm much longer S 1 resistant 
duplexes . 

This latter DNA accounts for the small increase in the 
average S 1 resistant duplex size with starting fragment sizes 
above 500 nucleotides (Figure 7) . The i mp lications of these 
results for repeated sequence sizes and organisation are 
presented l ater. 

HYPERPOLY MERS AND THE S IZE AN D ARRANGEMENT OF REPEATED SEQUENCES 

After renaturation of repeated sequence DNA, particu
larly with long average starting fragment sizes, very large 
networks of DNA form. These networks, or hyperpolymers 
(GRAHAM and BRITTEN 1973), are due to secondary hybridisations 
between single stranded tails of already formed duplexes. 
This is illustrated in Figure 8. Thus the kinetics of hyper
polymer formation provide an indicator of single stranded 
tail frequency. Furthermore, if the incubation times are too 
short for non-repeated sequences to reanneal, then the single 

Double 
stranded 

Single 
stranded 

FIGURE 8. Hyperpolymer formation. Closely related or iden
tical short repeated sequences, A, form the ini
tial duplex. If these A sequences, coming from 
different places in the genome, have unrelated 
repeated sequences (0 and X) as neighbours or 
evolutionarily related but diverged sequences (R 
and R') as neighbours then single stranded 'tails' 
will occur which will take part in secondary hy
bridisations to form large networks or hyperpoly
mers. 
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stranded tail hybridisations must also involve repeated se
quences. Hyperpolymer formation indicates therefore the pre
sence of more than one repeated sequence per fragment (GRAHAM 
and BRITTEN 1973). 

If similar or identical repeated sequences have differ
ent repeated sequences as neighbours at different places in 
the chromosome, then four single stranded tails will result 
after the initial hybridisation event between them if the 
fragment lengths are long compared with the duplex repeated 
sequence length. This is also illustrated in Figure 8. It 
is not difficult to see how large networks result from secon
dary hybridisations on each of the four tails. 

The kinetics of hyperpolymer formation with different 
average starting fragment sizes is shown in Figure 9. Hyper
polymer formation was assayed by the inability of hyperpoly
mers to be eluted from hydroxyapatite without being melted 
(FLAVELL and SMITH 1975). The rate of hyperpolymer formation 
is slow until the average starting fragment size exceeds 500-
600 nucleotides. This indicates that there are few single 
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FIGURE 9. Rate of hyperpolymer formation with different 
average fragment sizes. The kinetics of hyper
polymer formation were determined at 6o 0 c in 0.12 
M phosphate buffer. The inability of hyperpoly
mers, in contrast to single duplexes, to be eluted 
from hydroxyapatite with 0.5 M phosphate buffer at 
6o 0c without first melting at 95°c was used to 
assay hyperpolymer formation. Rate constants were 
determined from the reciprocal of the C 0 t value 
at which 50% of the repeated sequence DNA was in
corporated into a hyperpolymer. Average single 
stranded fragment sizes were determined by ana
lytical centrifugation, as described by STUDIER 
(1965). 
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stranded tails after initial duplex formation with average 
star ting fragment sizes below 600 nucleotides. This then is 
also consistent with a high proportion of the initial hybri 
disation events occurring between repeated sequences 500- 600 
nucleotides long. 

The scheme illustrated in Figure 8 also accounts for 
the origin of s 1 sensitive sites spaced at 500 - 600 nucleotide 
intervals in much of the repeated sequence DNA since even when 
secondary hybridisation events occur, duplex formation is 
unlikely to occur without single stranded regions being left 
at each end of the initially formed duplex DNA. Hyperpolymer 
formation and S sensitivity both support the model that re 
lated repeated Jequences have different neighbouring repeated 
sequences at different places in the chromosome. The 8% 
of the wheat genome that forms long s1 resistant duplexes 
upon renaturation (see Figure 7) must consist of repeated 
sequences much longer than 600 nucleotides or possibly short 
sequences arranged in tandem . 

THE S I ZE AN D ORGAN I SATI ON OF THE HI GHL Y DI VERGED 
REPE ATED SEQUEN CES 

It was noted earlier that 73% of the duplex DNA be 
tween repeated sequences is resistant to S nuclease. The 
degraded duplexes must be highly mismatchea . These duplexes 
therefore involve families of repeated sequences within which 
there is considerable sequence divergence . To study the size 
and the organisation of these sequences a similar approach 
has been u sed to that already described in determining the 
size and organisation of non- repeated sequences (see Figure 3) . 
Denatured, diverged repeated sequences can be prevented from 
forming stable duplexes upon incubation and thus made to 
behave as non-repeated DNA, by increasing the stringency of 
the incubation conditions (McCARTHY and FARQUHAR 1972). Dur
ing incubation of denatured DNA in 62% formamide , 0.69 M 
NaCl at 42.5°c to C0 t 130 only well matched duplexes are 
stable. Consequently only 40 to 50% of the repeated sequence 
DNA forms stable duplexes with fragments below 500 nucleotides 
(BENDICH and McCARTHY 1970). 

The proportion of wheat DNA retained by hydroxyapatite 
in the reannealed DNA fraction after denaturation and incuba
tion under these conditions is shown in Figure 10 for average 
starting fragment sizes from 200 to over 10 , 000 nucleotides. 
Only approximately 40% of the genome is in the renatured 
fract i on using very small fragment sizes but with starting 
fragments above 3,500 nucleotides long the proportion in
creases to 85% to include nearly all of the repeated sequences 
of the genome. The additional 53% of the genome retained in 
the renat ured DNA fraction with 3,500 nucleotide fragment 
lengths is presumed to consist of single stranded tails at 
tached to each duplex. This is supported by the fact that it 
is completely digested by s 1 nuclease, leaving only 32% of 
the genome in the form of stable, well base - paired duplexes. 
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This experiment provides several more important points 
about the organisation of the wheat genome. Approximately 
28% (32% - 4% zero time binding DNA) consists of r epeated 
sequences belonging to highly conserved families since it 
forms stable duplexes under the highly stringent incubation 
conditions . Separate measurements, as well as those in 
Figure 7, show that these sequences a r e short, with an aver
age length of 500-600 nucleotides . They are often arranged 
contiguously in the chromosome but with adjacent sequences 
belonging to different families (see Figure 8) . 

Sixty three percent of the g enome is retained in the 
duplex fraction with 1000 nucleotide long fragments. With 
l onger fragments the rate of increase in renat u red DNA with 
increasing fragment size decreases markedly (Figur e 10 ) . 
Therefore 31% (63 - 32%) must consist of single stranded tailE 
of either the non- repeated sequence DNA of 1000 nuc l eotides 
average length or short diverged repeated sequences. I f all 
the 1 6% non- repeated DNA of approximately 1000 nuc l eotides 
long is interspe r sed between conserved repeated sequences 
(see Figure 3) then the short, diverged repeated sequences 
interspersed between conserved repeated sequences would 
amount to 15% (31 - 16%) of the genome . Thus 43% (28 + 15%) 
of the wheat genome would consist of repeated sequences 500-
600 nucleotides long . This is the same value as that found 
from using SL nuclease on DNA renatured at 60°C in 0. 1 2 M 
phosphate burfer (see Figure 7). 
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FIGURE 10 . Interspersion of non-repeated and non-diverged 
and diverged repeated sequences. Wheat DNA was 
heat denatured and renatured in 62% formamide 
0 . 69 M NaCl at 42 . 5°c to a C0 t of 100. The 
proportion in the renatured DNA fraction wi t h 
different fragment sizes was determined by hy
droxyapatite chromatography . 
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The remaining DNA (22%) included in the duplex frac
tion with DNA fragments between 1000 and 3500 nucleotides 
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long (Figure 10) consists of repeated sequences 1000 to 3500 
nucleotides long. These repeated sequences are heterogeneous 
and so form unstable duplexes under high stringency incuba
tion conditions. They reside in the chromosome between re 
peated sequences, 500 - 600 nucleotides long, that are able to 
form stable duplexes under these incubation conditions. The 
long, mismatched repeated sequence duplexes are those repeated 
sequences (23% of the genome) previously found to be stable 
at 6o 0 c in 0.12 M phosphate buffer but degraded by s1 nuclease 
( see earlier). 

Approximate l y 84% of the genome is included in the du
plex fraction with fragment sizes of 4,000 nucleotides after 
incubation in 62% formamide, 0.69 M NaCl at 42.5°c (Figure 10) 
while approximately 95% is included in the duplex fraction 
with similar size fragments after incubation in 0 .12 M phos 
phate buffer at 6o 0 c (Figure 3). This difference is due to 
the absence of the 8% long repeated sequence duplexes (see 
Table 2) from the repeated sequence duplexes stable under 
the higher stringency incubation conditions. 

ORGANISATION OF THE WHEAT GENOME - A SUMMARY 

The proportion of the various kinds of nucleotide 
sequences we have uncovered in the wheat genome are summarised 
in Table 2, together with the corresponding results for 
Xenopus (DAVIDSON et al. 1973a, b). The wheat genome is also 
presented diagrammatically in Figure 11. 

TABLE 2. Amounts of the different kinds of 
sequences in wheat and Xenopus. 

Sequence 
Wheat a 
% pg 

Xenopusa 
% pg 

Non- repeated 800 to 1200 nucleotides 16 .96 38 1.18 

Non-repeated> 4000 nucleotides 9 .54 35 1.10 

Repeated, conserved 500-600 nucleotides 43 2.58 18b 0.56 

Repeated diverged 2000-4000 nucleotides 20 1.20 

Repeated, long or tandemly repeated 

Palindrome (zero-time binding) 

8 

4 

.48 

. 24 

6 

2 

aCalculated from haploid DNA contents. Xenopus 3.1 pg, 
wheat 6. 0 pg. 

b 

0. 1 9 

0.06 

Xenopus short repeated sequences have a mean size of 
approximately 300 nucleotides (DAVIDSON et al. 1973a, b). 
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There are certain similarities in the kinds of se
quences and their organisation in the two genomes. Both have 
a similar amount of non-repeated sequences about 800-1000 nu
cleotides long. Wheat has a considerably higher proportion 
and amount of repeated sequence DNA. While most of Xenopus 
DNA consists of alternating repeated and non-repeated sequences, 
most of wheat DNA consists of alternating kinds of repeated 
sequences (Table 2) . 

SEQUENCE PERCENT 

[~··-~ -1000 - 16 

Non- repeated >3000 9 

Zero-time .JlJU__ 
4 renaturing 

~ 
550 550 

Repeated ~a 
43 conserved -h\\\"IMM 

Repeated 8 tandem? 

3000 
Repeated @mm 20 diverged 

FIGURE 11. The sizes, organisation and proportions of the 
different kinds of nucleotide sequences in the 
wheat genome . The numbers indicate the approx
imate average lengths of the different sequences . 

From the kinds of sequence organisation displayed in 
Figure 11, it is possible to make models of regions of wheat 
chromosomes . The model in Figure 12A shows a non-repeated 
sequence within an array of different 500 to 600 nucleotide 
repeated sequences. To fit our general findings, each re
peated sequence would belong to a different family of con
served, nearly identical sequences. The number and order of 
repeated sequences adjacent to each coding sequence would be 
expected to be different for different coding sequences. 

Other portions of the genome appear to consist of simi
lar regions but with the non-repeated sequence replaced by 
longer 2000 to 4000 nucleotide repeated sequences (Figure 12B) . 
There is considerable sequence heterogeneity between the 
longer repeated sequences. 
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These two units of organisation appear frequently and 
1ay account for up to 80% of the wheat genome if all the 500 -
iOO nucleotide repeated sequences are associated with them. 

A 

B 

Coding sequence 
non - repeated 

550 550 550 / 550 

IIIOOW.;t@t®I 1000 ~ 
~ 

Different repeated 
sequences 

550 550 \ooo 550 550 

Repeated sequence 

FIGURE 12. A schematic model for two common units of orga
nisation within the wheat genome. A - a unit 
including a coding sequence. B - a unit includ
ing a repeated sequence approximately 3000 nucleo
tides long. The numbers indicate the approximate 
lengths in nucleotides of the various sequences. 

FUNCTI ONA L SIGNIFICANCE OF THE ORGANISATION OF REPEATED 
AND NON -REPEATED SEQUENCES. 

Sixty four percent of the non-repeated DNA in wheat 
consists of sequences about the length of the average coding 
gene interspersed between short repeated sequences. Most 
of the Xenopus, sea urchin, rat and Dictyostelium genomes 
consist of single copy sequences alternating with short 
repeated sequences. A similar organisation also seems to be 
apparent in yeast mitochondrial DNA (PRUNNEL and BERNARDI 
1974) . This common arrangement is highly significant. At 
least some of the interspersed repeated sequences are trans 
cribed. Furthermore, the nuclear very long primary transcrip
tion RNA products, containing messenger RNA (mRNA) sequences 
also contain repeated sequence transcripts on the same mole 
cule (HOLMES and BONNER 1974; SMITH et al. 1974; JELINEK et 
aL 1974; VAN- DE- WALLE and DELTOUR 1974). The repeated se
quences are degraded before the mRNA becomes bound to the 
polysome for translation, (KLEIN et al. 1974; GOLDBERG et al. 
1973; BALSAMO, HIERRO and LARA 1973) but may preserve the mRNA 
from degradation (JELINEK et al . 1974). It is difficult to 
determine precisely the number of DNA sequences homologous to 
an mRNA species but it would appear, in the few cases investi
gated so far, that mRNA sequences are homologous to DNA se 
quences present in one copy per haploid genome (LODISH, 
FIRTEL and JACOBSON 1973, GREENBERG and PERRY 1971, BISHOP 
and ROSBASH 1973). The existence of repeated sequences as 
well as messenger on RNA nuclear transcripts strongly suppdrts 
the hypothesis that the single copy sequences interspersed 
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between repeated sequences in the genome are coding sequences. 
However, this in no way elimi nates the possibility that some 
of the much longer non-repeated sequences (9% of the wheat 
genome) a l so code for proteins. 

Attempts to explain from theoretic a l principles , the 
control of cell determination , pattern forma tion and 
differentiation in higher organisms h ave been based on com
plex regulatory mechanisms of a limited number of proteins 
(BRITTEN a n d DAVIDSON 196 9, GEORGIEV 1973 ). The complex 
regulatory mechanisms suggested, include sites adjacent to 
the protein coding genes to which initiators, activators, 
inhibitors and tissue specific controlling elements can bind 
to influence transcription differentially in different develop
mental stages and tissues. Other sites may be essential for 
chromomere unfolding (PAUL 1972, CRICK 1971). The presence of 
multiple but different repeated sequences adjacent to possib l e 
coding sequences in the wheat genome (Figure 12A) is consis 
tent with such models and invokes the specul ation t h at the 
short 500-600 nucleotide repeated sequences are responsible 
for the control of gene expression. 

There is little evidence available so far to e nable u s 
to speculate upon the function(s) of the other kinds of 
sequences in the wheat genome. However, repeating sequences 
or groups of sequences concerned with chromosome replication, 
chromosome folding and chromosome pairing might be expected 
to occur frequently. 

Numerous studies in animal systems have shown consti
tutive heterochromatin to be associated with a high concentra
tion of tandemly arranged highly repetitious sequences not 
regularly interspersed with other sequences (YUNIS and YAS
MINEH 1971). Wheat chromosomes contain only a small amount 
of constitutive heterochromatin as indicated by Giemsa stain
ing (GILL and KIMBER 1974). This correlates with the wheat 
genome containing only a small amount of DNA (8%, Table 2) 
that could consist of similar highly r epeated sequences tan
demly arranged. 

EVOLUTION OF SEQUENCE ORGANISATIONS 

Families of repeated sequences could be formed from 
unequal crossing over or from aberrant DNA replication. 
Unequal crossing over is more plausible for relatively small 
changes in frequency of repeated sequences (SMITH 1973), To 
generate large numbers of nearly identical sequences however, 
DNA replication appears a more likely mechanism. 

A likely feature of the families of repeated sequences, 
in the wheat genome, is that members of each family are dis
tributed throughout the genome, on all chromosomes, with 
many different neighbouring sequences. There must clearl y 
be mechanisms for transferring sequences to different places 
in the chromosomes (structural rearrangements within and be-
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tween chromosomes) and selection for advantageous combinations 
of sequences. Unless the nucleotide sequences of the repeated 
sequences are maintained by natural se l ection there must also 
be mechanisms for keeping thousands of unlinked sequences es
sentially constant. 

An alternative possibility for the evolution of the com
plex arrangements of the 500-600 nucleotide sequences (Figure 
12) is that at some point in a primitive plant genome a 
cluster of short sequences was amplified and the newly formed 
clusters distributed throughout the genome. Subsequent modi
fication and rearrangements of the sequences of individual 
clusters could have occurred to produce the variable patterns 
present today. 

The evolution of palindrome sequences may have been 
achieved by a process of sequence duplication and inversion. 
However, since the presumed palindromes occur in clusters more 
complicated processes must also have been at work. A tremen
dous amo unt needs to be uncovered if we are to be able to un
derstand the evolution of the complex higher plant genome. 

Speciation is likely to have its genetic origin in con
trol sequences rather than enzyme protein sequences. If re
peated sequences are responsible for the control of gene ex 
pression and differentiation, then evolutionary changes in the 
r epeated sequences of a genome may play an important part in 
species divergence. 

AM PLIFICATION IN RYE EVOLUTION 

We have recently compared the nucleotide sequence orga
nisation in wheat with that in rye. Since diploid rye has a 
nuclear DNA content approximately 50% larger than the diploid 
progenitors of hexaploid wheat (BENNETT 1972) there is every 
reason to believe that with divergence of Secale cereale from 
the common wheat-rye ancester a DNA amplification event(s) 
occurred. Wheat and rye chromosomes are genetically very simi
lar and most of the repeated nucleotide sequences in wheat are· 
also present in similar proportions in rye (SMITH and FLAVELL 
1974, RIMPAU and FLAVELL unpublished). Thus most of the addi
tional DNA in rye consists of sequences also present in wheat. 
When very long rye DNA fragments are denatured, the repeated 
sequences reannealed and treated with s1 nuclease, approximately 
50% of the s1 resistant DNA (32.5% of tne genome) is in the 
form of very long duplexes. The remaining 50% consist of 500-
600 nucleotide long duplexes similar to those found in wheat 
DNA (see Figure 7 for equivalent experiment with wheat DNA). 
Since only a small proportion of the wheat genome consists of 
long s1 resistant duplexes after denaturation and renaturation, 
a major difference between these two closely related species 
is the amount of the repeated sequence DNA which when re
annealed in vitro forms long S nuclease resistant duplexes. 
Resistance to s1 nuclease implies that the repeated sequences 
involved are at least of similar length to the fragments used 
in the experiments or that smaller identical repeating units 
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are tandemly arranged in relatively long stretches of DNA. 
An amplified complex chromosomal unit would .be expected to be 
s1 resistant after reannealing in vitro, if insufficient time 
has been available for extensive divergence of the identifical 
sequences or the repeats have been conserved for functional 
reasons. We therefore conclude that most of the s1 resistant 
DNA in rye,after reannealing in vitro, is the DNA amplified 
during or after divergence of Secale cereale from the common 
ancestor of wheat and rye. This DNA is approximately 33% of 
the rye genome and therefore could numerically account for 
nearly all the additional DNA in diploid rye not in the diploid 
wheats. 

Secale cereale, variety Petkus, with which we have worked, 
has large areas of constitutive heterochromatin at the telomeres 
of most, if not all chromosomes in contrast to wheat (BENNETT 
1974 and personal communication). · It is particularly interes
ting to investigate whether the additional 33% of the rye ge
nome not in wheat is localised in the telomeric constitutive 
heterochromatin. 

Constitutive heterochromatin is very common in higher 
plants (STEBBINS 1971). The underlying DNA sequence organisa
tion of heterochromatin in plants is known. Simple sequence sa
tellites, such as form the basis of heterochromatic regions of 
animal chromosomes, may not be common in plants (INGLE, PEARSON 
and SINCLAIR 1973). The recent DNA amplification ,in rye is a 
useful system for investigating some of the consequences of am
plification of multiple complex sequences and their possible 
role in heterochromatic chromatin configurations. 

Although we have stressed the role of amplification in 
the organisation of plant genomes, it must not be forgotten 
that deletion, duplication, inversion, translocation and poly
ploidy have all occurred frequently in plant evolution to 
create quantitative chromosomal variation. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The kinds of sequences and their organisation described 
in this paper have been confined to species in the Gramineae 
since virtually no other species have been investigated in such 
detail. However, we believe that the results will be applica
ble to higher plant species in general. 

Cytological observations of chromosomes provide descrip
tions of chromosome organisation on a gross scale, recognising 
centromeres, nucleolar organiser constrictions, inversions and 
translocations. More recent applications of fluorescence micro
scopy and specific stains, e.g. Giemsa, have enabled individual 
chromosomes to be characterised and differentiated into numerous 
discrete regions. However, while of use in chromosome recog
nition, such staining procedures allow little to be concluded 
about the underlying DNA sequences. The very specific banding 
patterns of the polytene chromosome in Diptera provide a much 
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more detai l ed picture of chromosome organisation but their count er
parts in plants cannot be interpreted with such precision. Ge 
netic st udi es in higher plants can do l ittle more for chromosome 
organisation studies than approximate l y locate loci on chromo
some s , fine stru cture analysis being extremely time and energy 
consuming, even where suffi cient allelic variation is present 
in the species . Without doubt , for a detailed understanding of 
the molecular o r ganisation and function of the DNA in the chro
mosomes of highe r plants , we must also use biochemical methods . 
The work described i n this paper constitutes a beginning for the 
app li cation of s uch methods to plant genomes . 
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